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Am I Still Invited to the Family Retreat?
Who is family? Well, it depends doesn’t it? There are those whose paternity test suddenly brings them into a family. There are some for whom family
is an entire village exclaiming that we are all responsible for each other.
For others, family is their circle of friends. These people left their blood ties
long ago. Who is family?
What you might not know is that the SEC, the Security and Exchange
Commission, one of the financial industry’s overseers, recently updated
their definition of who a family member is. “The SEC” you might ask, “what
are they doing meddling about in definitions of family membership?” That
is a relevant question, one that can be hotly debated…until their next update to the definition of who is a family member.
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What did the SEC say about who is a family member? “A family member
includes cohabiting partners, opposite sex or same sex, who live in a relationship tantamount to marriage. Who is excluded? The excluded include
in-laws and step children of a parent who divorced the step-parent.
To quote the regulatory question and answer summary of their new rules:
"Because under the rule ‘family client’ does not include the spouse or descendant of a former family member, a spouse who the stepchild married,
or a child born to the stepchild after the stepchild became a former family
member is not a family member. However, a family office can continue to
provide advisory services to the stepchild because the stepchild is still a
family client." (Posted January 19, 2012).Was that clear?
What is the implication of this updated definition? For me, it is that families
have to look closely at who their family members are as they structure their
family governance. It will matter as councils, policies and procedures are
developed in “family legacy” systems. It will matter because the matters
of the family are determined by the family’s leaders and councils. It will
matter when someone asks: “Am I still invited to the family retreat?”

Life is so much brighter when we focus on what truly matters...
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This Month’s Offer:
For those of you in the Legacy Focus programs, we will provide
an extra 20 minute call with Bhaj for a question or concern you
might have about intergenerational harmony.
This is in addition to your regular June call with Bhaj
Contact grace@focusandsustain.com to take advantage
of this exclusive offer.

This offer ends on June 23, 2018

We have
heard the
phrase “live
each day like
it’s your last”.
We updated it
to “live each
day like it’s
your best”.

A Moment for Observations


Herons are found on all continents except Antarctica. They have
long neck which can elongate, withdraw into the back, and twist into
an S shape. Their beaks are long and very sharp in order to pierce
their prey.. They have long, spindly legs with four long toes. Three of
these toes face forward while one faces backward. They can stand
immobile for long stretches of time as they scout their prey.



The self-proclaimed researcher, David Meade has changed the
date...of doomsday. Initially he predicted the world would end on
September 23, 2017. It seems the “numerical codes “ he
“deciphered” indicated that the secret planet Nibiru would collide with
earth. It must have missed. Since the world is still spinning, the date
had to change. His new date is now in a range when planet X will
“sneak up” and collide with the earth. Okay, then! Or should I ask
okay ,when? It seems that it will be sometime in...3025. Oh, okay,
back to what I was doing.



Monkeys, take note! The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has
made a decision gathering interest around the world. The monkey,
Naruto, that PETA defended in court, was denied ownership of his
“selfies.” Naruto, the Appeals Court determined, does not own its
self-portraits. This influential court decided that only humans can
claim ownership in court so, the photos belong to the photographer.

“You never know how strong you are until being strong is the only choice you have”
Bob Marley
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Life Matters
Quick Tips
Life Focus
Your core principles have the
same importance in your life
as a compass has to someone
in the wilderness, seeking directed guidance.

Money Focus
Budget is a word that some
people grapple with. For
them this word can trigger a
feeling of doing without., of
deprivation or of being left
out.
If you feel a sense of deprivation with this word, find
another term to help you
get a handle on financial
matters.
Words we find that clients
use, in addition to budget,
are: stewardship, partnership, limit, framework, responsibility and accountability.
Find your word for budget,
which when you look at its
origin merely means: purse
and that which could fit in
that purse.

Core principles speak to an
underlying :”why” in your life.
They represent your basic
reasons for pursuing actions
and doing things.

Your core principles speak to
your
personal
‘involatile
truths.’ They reveal your underlying motivations.
If you have not explored your
values lately, ask us to explore them with you so you
can feel their significance, relevance, and important guide
in your life.

Legacy Focus
Every family has its unique
culture. This culture is found
in traditions, in quirky
phrases the family uses and
in ways members communicate with each other.
Take a look at the culture of
money in your family. Is it a
subject that is rarely discussed? Is it one where everyone can and does engage
in
family
conversations
about their money as well as
the family’s money? Is there
a difference between famiy
money and one’s own individual money?
The
family’s
culture
around money is often divisive. What topic would
you like your family to discuss that you feel it can’t?
Let me know so we can find
an opening to respectfully
look at money in your family’s culture.

Contact grace@focusandsustain.com to move your money, life or legacy into greater focus.
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N.Cog Nito Reports

I visit a marsh every week to see what presents itself. I never know what I
will find but I always find something.
It might be a heron, patiently waiting for a fish to swim by then pierce it with
its beak. It might be a squawking red wing blackbird alerting others of an encroaching heron getting too close to the blackbird’s nest. It might be beaver
moving reeds from the lake to its dam by the mouth of a river that empties
its waters into the lake. It might be
people reacting to the scenes unfolding around them, unexpectedly.
Will I see you at the marsh this summer? If you see
me, say hi!

11335 NE 122nd Way
Suite 105
Kirkland, WA 98034

“It is good to have an end to journey toward; but it is the journey that matters, in the end”
Ursula KLe Quin

www.focusandsustain.com

Focus and Sustain LLC
info@focusandsustain.com
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